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Parents can tell the most exiting story of all - the birth of their twin babies!"Twice Upon a Time" is a

set of baby memory books written just for twins. They are unique in that they tell a fairy tale,

combined with the tale of Mommy's pregnancy, her twins' birth, and first three years of life. The

books include simple, cute comparisons of the twins and also address each child as a unique

individual. Full of colorful, adorable illustrations, one of the nice features about this set of books is

that it's VERY EASY to fill in the details. Much of the work is already done for busy parents, with lots

of "check-the-box" options. Don't get us wrong, there is SOME work to be done, but it's not

overwhelming!
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Great baby books for twins. I am using these for our twin boys born in June. I can feel like I am



accomplishing something because these books are so easy to fill out and document the important

things.

I love these books! I received some as a baby gift for when my twins came along and just bought a

set for a friend expecting twins. These books are great since they are pretty much fill in the blank. I

love them. And I love that they read like a story book.

I didn't open the well sealed books, but the recipient of our gift of this declared them adorable and

was enthusiastic in her thank you note.

Perfect for my twin boys! I love how this reads like a story! I was so scared that I wasn't going to be

able to keep up with a baby book but I was! I was able to sit down each month and fill in both books

a little at a time, I am so happy that my boys will have these books when they're older!!

What a wonderful item! I was looking for a pregnancy type book for my sister-n-law who was

expecting twins. Twice Upon A Time turned out to be prefect for her. There are two books so that

each child has their own but is twin themed so they can celebrate their special bond!

Super cute books! They were exactly what I was looking for. It includes everything you would want

in a baby book. I especially love how it reads like a storybook!

These were cute. Thought it would have sections in there where stuff could be written down during

pregnancy but I didn't see it before I gave them to expecting mom.

I bought these for my twin boys (as others have said you need two) and they are a lot of fun to fill

out and read. They read like a story and do a good job of capturing important memories. I also like

that while, they are made for twins, each book has a section that applies only to the one baby.
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